
1.  Mount Multi-Shims and heel shims to your ski (see Section 1, points 1 to 11) and heel plate to your heel shim (see 
     Section 1, point 12). Straps can be assembled before or after mounting Ultima Bases to the shims. 
2.  Determine Left and Right bases. Arrow on base plate      points to outside of binding. Right-foot binding is illustrated.
3.  Select a boot harness and feed the longest buckle stem (A) through the rear outer cam slots (B) leaving at least 2cm of 
     tail. Repeat with short buckle stem (C) in front cam slots on same side. See Inset 1. 
4.  Feed the corresponding long straps (D) through the opposing cam slots on the inner wall (E).
5.  Repeat with second binding. 
6.  If you haven’t already mounted your bindings to the Multi-Shims, align mounting plate over holes on flex stem and insert 
     4 x screws (see Section 1, point 13). Mount forward, back or offset as preferred. Offset heel plate as required.   
7.  Loosen straps completely. Step into binding from rear placing boot under both straps, ensuring buckles are on outside 
     of boot. The tensioning loop (F) is used to secure your boot into the binding. It should be big enough to accommodate 
     your largest glove or mitten when fully released. Alter the length by adjusting the straps in the cam slots.
8.  Once preferred strap length is achieved pull tensioning loop up and across boot to fasten. 
9.  If your have excessive play between your boots and the sidewalls use one or both Bolsters (G) to take up the slack. See   
     Inset 2.
10.To exit, pull down on release cord (H). Alternatively place the tip of your ski pole into the Release Cord and push
     downward and outward using the pole basket. Apply even pressure on both buckles for a smooth release. After some use  
     the straps will run smoothly through the buckles and memorise the shape of your boots.

SECTION 2 
ASSEMBLY and MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS 

for FLEXI VINTRO SKI BINDINGS
Your bidings may already be partly or wholly assembled
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2 x Boot harnesses
4 x Bolster spacers (G)

PARTS FOR ASSEMBLY

See Section 1 for details on offset mounting 
for pronation and supination.
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YouTube - Using Flexi Ski Bindings

VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS
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